Complex motor sequencing and sensory integration are two key items in scales assessing neurological soft signs. However, the underlying neural mechanism and heritability of these two functions is not known. Using a healthy twin design, we adopted two functional brain imaging tasks focusing on fist-edge-palm (FEP) complex motor sequence and audiovisual integration (AVI).
2010b; Heinrichs and Buchanan, 1988; Peng et al., 2012; Zhao et al., 2013) . Although many studies have focused on these impairments in psychiatric disorders, their underlying neural mechanism and whether these impairments are heritable is not known. Empirical evidence has demonstrated that the grey matter volumes of the pre-and postcentral gyri, and the frontal and temporal lobes were associated with impairments in complex motor sequencing, sensory integration, or both in healthy individuals (Dazzan et al., 2006; Hirjak, Thomann, Kubera, Stieltjes, & Wolf, 2016a; Hirjak, Wolf, Kubera, Stieltjes, & Thomann, 2016b; Thomann, Hirjak, Kubera, Stieltjes, & Wolf, 2015) . While the evidence for the association between complex motor sequencing/sensory integration and subcortical volumes was found in patients with schizophrenia, similar associations have not been found in healthy controls (Bottmer et al., 2005; Dazzan et al., 2004; Heuser et al., 2011; Ho, Mola, & Andreasen, 2004; Kong, Bachmann, Thomann, Essig, & Schroder, 2012; Mouchet-Mages et al., 2007; Thomann et al., 2009; Venkatasubramanian, Jayakumar, Gangadhar, & Keshavan, 2008) . It is possible that these inconsistent findings reflect the specific pathophysiology of schizophrenia, or the effect of antipsychotic medications in individuals with this disorder (Hirjak et al., 2016b; Thomann et al., 2015) .
The examination of motor and sensory integratory function in healthy individuals provides an opportunity to investigate the underlying neural mechanism without the confounding effect of antipsychotic exposure. However, evidence on the brain activation changes associated with complex motor sequencing, such as the Luria's fist-edgepalm task, and sensory integration in healthy individuals remains limited. In contrast with the traditional dichotomous scoring system in the clinical assessment of complex motor sequencing and sensory integration which may be influenced by individual judgement (Sanders et al., 2006) , using functional brain imaging tasks to investigate brain activation changes associated with complex motor sequencing and sensory integration can circumvent this problem. To date only two studies, both with limited sample size, have examined brain activations when performing the Luria's Fist-Edge-Palm (FEP) task, a classic task that captures complex motor sequencing. Both studies reported significant activations in the sensorimotor, premotor, and cerebellar areas during the FEP task (Chan, Rao, Chen, Ye, & Zhang, 2006; Umetsu et al., 2002) . Two previous studies reported thalamic activation during the execution of audiovisual integration tasks, supporting the role of the thalamus in sensory integration (Bonath et al., 2013; Jakobs et al., 2012) . However, no study has yet explored the underlying neural mechanism of FEP motor sequence and audiovisual integration simultaneously using an adequately powered sample.
Impairments in complex motor sequencing and sensory integration observed in unaffected first degree relatives of patients with schizophrenia and at-risk individuals suggests that these signs may be heritable (Chan et al., 2010a; Compton et al., 2007; Griffiths, Sigmundsson, Takei, Rowe, & Murray, 1998; Picchioni et al., 2006; Yazici, Demir, Yazici, & Gogus, 2002) . However, only two studies have quantified the heritability of these deficits so far. Sanders et al. (2006) found a high heritability, ranging from 0.53 to 0.99, in patients with schizophrenia.
Consistent with these findings, we recently reported significant, albeit more moderate, heritability of complex motor function, in an independent healthy twin sample (Xu et al., 2016) .
In this study, we aimed to delineate the brain circuits subserving motor and sensory integrative function in healthy individuals, using a FEP and an AVI task. In addition, we aimed to establish the heritability of this neural activation. We hypothesized that (a) the pre-and postcentral gyri and the cerebellum would be activated when performing the FEP task, while subcortical areas such as the thalamus would be activated during the AVI task, and (b) these activations would be heritable.
| M ET HOD S

| Participants
Twenty-eight pairs of monozygotic twins and 28 pairs of dizygotic twins were recruited from the twin pool of the Institute of Psychology, the Chinese Academy of Sciences. Three pairs of twins were excluded due to excessive head motions during fMRI scanning, with a Frame Displacement (FD) value larger than 0.25 (Power, Barnes, Snyder, Schlaggar, & Petersen, 2012) . Hence 26 pairs of monozygotic twins (12 male pairs; age 5 18.5 6 0.9; education year 5 13.37 6 0.93; IQ 5 112.02 6 16.2) and 27 pairs of dizygotic twins (13 male pairs; age 5 19.63 6 1.61; education year 5 13.2 6 1.56; IQ 5 111.11 6 14.04) were included in the final analysis. The exclusion criteria were a history of craniocerebral trauma, cerebral organic disease, substance abuse, diagnosed mental disorder, left-handedness, and having firstdegree relatives with a diagnosed mental disorder. The short form of the Chinese version of the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale-Revised (WAIS-R) (Gong, 1992) was administered to all participants to exclude those with an intelligence quotient (IQ) lower than 70. This study was approved by the Ethics Committee of the Institute of Psychology, the Chinese Academy of Sciences. All participants gave written informed consents.
| The fist-edge-palm (FEP) task
The applicability and reliability of the FEP task has been described elsewhere (Chan et al., 2006) . This study adopted a short version of the FEP task which consisted of the FEP motor sequence and palmtapping (PT) (control task). All participants were asked to perform the FEP and the PT motor sequences alternately according to demonstration pictures displayed on a screen in the MRI scanner. In each block, a 20-s fixed cross and a 6-s signature indicated whether the FEP or the PT task should be executed followed by the demonstration picture.
The FEP block contained three pictures demonstrating the fist, the edge and the palm in turn which lasted for 40.5 s, while the PT block contained two pictures demonstrating the palm-tapping and the palmlifting actions which lasted for 40 s. Two 7-min runs of tasks each containing three blocks of FEP motor sequence and three blocks of PT motor sequence were administered. The order of the blocks was counterbalanced among the participants (Figure 1) .
| The audiovisual integration (AVI) task
The AVI task designed by our laboratory contains both audiovisual integration and control conditions (Huang et al., 2012) . In the audiovisual integration condition, participants were asked to choose a matching The whole AVI task lasted 7 min and 46 s.
| MRI data acquisition
All the imaging data were collected in a 3-T scanner system (MAGNE- 
| MRI data analysis
The Statistical The FEP and PT motor sequences of the FEP task, and the AVI and control conditions of the AVI task were included into two GLM with SPM8, with the six head movement parameters of each task as covariates to control for motion effects. One sample t tests were used to examine whole brain activation during the FEP and PT motor sequences, the AVI and control conditions, and their respective contrasts. Given the strong brain activation of the present block study design, we adopted a stringent statistic threshold to identify the peak point of each cluster. The threshold for the whole brain analysis was set at p < .0001 with familiar-wise-error (FWE) correction at the voxel level with the cluster size larger than 100. Finally, the average t-contrast value of a 6-mm-radius sphere centered at each peak point of each condition was extracted from the t-contrast file generated from the GLM to calculate heritability. Gender, age, and IQ were regressed out from the extracted t value.
| Quantitative genetic analyses
Using the structure equation modeling tool OpenMx (http://openmx.
psyc.virginia.edu/), the variance and covariance of each phenotype (the average t contrast value extracted from 6-mm-radius spheres centered at each peak point of brain activation during task performance) were 
| R E SU LTS
3.1 | Brain activation and heritability of the fist-edgepalm motor sequence task
The bilateral precentral gyrus, the left postcentral gyrus, the left supplementary motor area, the bilateral insula, the bilateral inferior frontal gyrus, the right inferior temporal, the left middle temporal gyri, the right cerebellar cuneus, and the lingual gyrus were activated when participants performed the PT motor sequence, whereas the bilateral precentral gyrus, the left postcentral gyrus, the left supplementary motor area, the bilateral middle temporal gyrus, the right insula, the left inferior parietal lobule, and the cerebellar culmen were activated when partici- associated with the FEP sequence showed significant heritability (Table   1) .
| Brain activation and heritability of the audiovisual integration task
The right transverse temporal gyrus, the superior temporal gyrus, the inferior frontal gyrus, the medial frontal gyrus, the inferior parietal lobule, the superior parietal lobule, the left precuneus, the fusiform gyrus, the lingual gyrus, and the cerebellar declive were activated during the control condition of the audiovisual integration (AVI) task, whereas the bilateral precentral gyrus, the right superior temporal gyrus, the right claustrum, the right precuneus, the fusiform gyrus, the bilateral thalamus, and the bilateral caudate were activated during the AVI condition. Compared with the control condition, the AVI condition was associated with more activation in the bilateral precentral gyrus, the bilateral precuneus, the left superior parietal lobule, and the bilateral thalamus (Table 2 and Figure 2b) . (Table 2) .
| D ISC USSION
Consistent with our hypothesis, the pre-and postcentral, the middle temporal, inferior and parietal gyri, the supplementary motor area, the insula, and the cerebellar culmen were significantly activated when healthy participants performed the FEP motor sequence. The precentral, superior temporal and fusiform gyri, the thalamus, the caudate, and the cerebellar declive were significantly activated with audiovisual integration (AVI). We also found activation in the pre-and postcentral gyri, the superior parietal gyri, and the cerebellar culmen in the contrast "FEP versus PT," and activation in the precentral gyrus, precuneus, and thalamus in the contrast "AVI versus control." Furthermore, brain activation in the supplementary motor area during FEP motor sequence performance and activation in the precentral gyrus and the thalamic nuclei during audiovisual integration also exhibited significant heritability.
Two previous studies which examined the neural mechanism of the FEP task in healthy people found that the sensorimotor cortex, the premotor cortex, the supplementary motor area, the parietal gyrus, and the cerebellum were engaged with this complex motor sequence (Chan et al., 2006; Umetsu et al., 2002) . In our study, activation of the preand postcentral gyrus, the supplementary motor area, the inferior parietal gyrus, and the cerebellar culmen during the FEP motor sequence was consistent with these previous findings. Motor areas have been suggested to be sensitive to the complexity of motor sequences such that more difficult tasks may be associated with greater activation in these areas (Catalan, Honda, Weeks, Cohen, & Hallett, 1998; Kawashima et al., 1998 Note. Abbreviations: Coord. 5 Coordinate; c 2 5 common environment effect; e 2 5 random environment effect; CI 5 confidence interval; FEP 5 fist-edgepalm; PT 5 palm-tapping; a, part of cluster above; R 5 right; L 5 left; h 2 5 heritability/additive genetic effect; VS(T) 5 voxel size (T value). a Uncorrected p. b Bonferroni adjusted-p. *p < .05; **p < .01; the p value listed here indicated the deterioration after abandoning the factor A. Statistical threshold of whole brain activation was set as p < .0001 with familiar-wise-error (FWE) correction at voxel level, cluster size > 100. cerebellum has been considered essential in motor learning and coordination (Imamizu et al., 2000) . In contrast to the simple PT motor sequence, the FEP task was associated with more activation in the preand postcentral gyrus and the cerebellum, which corroborated with these suggestions. In this study, we also found increased activation at the middle temporal gyrus, which have not been reported in the two previous functional imaging studies. However, previous morphometric correlation studies have reported significant associations between complex motor sequencing and grey matter volumes of the insula and the temporal gyrus, which to some extent supported our findings (Heuser et al., 2011; Venkatasubramanian et al., 2008) . The insula and the extended claustrum have been suggested to play a role in integrating information across sensory modalities (Augustine, 1996; Calvert, 2001 ). Activation of the prefrontal gyrus, which has been conventionally viewed as the core brain region associated with FEP performance (Luria, 1966) , was not observed in both the present and the previous two studies. It is possible that the prefrontal gyrus plays only a regulatory role in complex motor sequences, and the traditional general linear model on blood level oxygen dependency signals may not be sensitive enough to detect any change (Rao, Di, Chan, Ding, Ye, & Gao, 2008) .
We also found that the precentral, the superior temporal, the fusiform gyri, the thalamus, the caudate and the cerebellar declive were activated during the AVI task. Activation of the temporal and the fusiform gyri may reflect audio and visual information processing and integration (Dazzan et al., 2004) . Activation of the thalamus appears to be specific to AVI, as it was not observed in the control condition in which audiovisual information was not integrated. In addition, activation of various nuclei of the thalamus was also identified in the contrast AVI vs control condition, which supported a role for the thalamus in sensory integration. These findings are consistent with previous studies which also reported activation of the thalamus when performing AVI (Bonath et al., 2013; Jakobs et al., 2012) . Consistent with our results, evidence from both animal and human data supports the relay role of the thalamus in multiple sensory integration (Allen, Procyk, Brown, & Lucas, 2017; Stafford and Huberman, 2017) .
Activation of the pre-and postcentral gyri, the temporal gyrus, the insula and the cerebellar areas during the FEP motor sequence, and activation of the precentral, superior temporal and fusiform gyri during audiovisual integration were consistent with evidence from previous structural MRI studies of complex motor sequencing in healthy individuals (Dazzan et al., 2006; Hirjak et al., 2016a,b; Thomann et al., 2015) .
These findings suggest that the FEP and AVI tasks can capture the complex motor sequencing and sensory integration functions. However, previous sMRI studies failed to find any correlation between sensory integration and subcortical volumes. Several points should be kept in mind in interpreting these inconsistencies. First, in contrast to previous studies on brain morphology of healthy individuals, we directly measured brain activation during a sensory integration task. Second, the dichotomous scoring system of traditional behavioral assessments of sensory integration may not be able to fully delineate the relevant subtle expression in healthy individuals. Therefore, studies examining the structural correlates of sensory integration measured by behavioral Brain activation and corresponding heritability of the audiovisual integration task and the control task (Adhikari, Goshorn, Lamichhane, & Dhamala, 2013; van Atteveldt, Formisano, Goebel, & Blomert, 2007) . The inconsistency of findings in studies on AVI may be due to the use of different paradigms, and this possibility should be further explored using a metaanalytic approach.
Activation of the left supplementary motor area during the FEP motor sequence showed moderate but significant heritability (h 2 5 0.5).
Activation of the postcentral gyrus and the insula during the PT motor sequence also showed significant heritability. Activation of the ventral lateral nucleus of the thalamus during AVI was associated with moderate heritability (h 2 5 0.58). These results are consistent with results from our previous study in which motor coordination (which contains the FEP task) (h 2 5 0.57) and sensory integration (h 2 5 0.21) showed significant heritability (Xu et al., 2016) . Although the heritability estimated here was around 0.5, which was lower than that reported by Sanders et al. (2006) , it is important to note that they adopted a family design which was different from the twin design of this study. Our findings suggest that the neural mechanisms underlying complex motor sequencing and sensory integration are influenced by genetic factors, at least to a moderate extent.
The main limitation of this study is that we did not record the behavioral performance of participants. The combination of motion capture technology with imaging in future studies may help to address this issue. Furthermore, it should be noted that although our sample size was reasonable for task-based fMRI studies, future studies should recruit a larger sample of healthy twins and extend the investigation to clinical twin samples for a more accurate heritability estimate. More sophisticated heritability estimation and correction methods, such as voxel-by-voxel brain mapping on heritability, may also be considered in future studies.
In conclusion, we found that the pre-and postcentral gyrus, the supplementary motor area, the temporal and parietal gyri, and the cerebellum were significantly activated during the FEP task. During AVI, the precentral, temporal and fusiform gyri, the thalamus, the caudate, and the cerebellum were significantly activated. The FEP and the AVI tasks appeared to be appropriate tools to examine the function of corticalsubcortical-cerebellar circuitry. Furthermore, the considerable heritability of activation at the supplementary motor area, the precentral gyrus, and the various nuclei of the thalamus supports the notion that complex motor sequencing and sensory integration are heritable from a brain-activation perspective.
